


The company "Softgen" was founded in 2008 and still successfully operates on

the Georgian software market.

During the history of the company, a number of important and innovative

projects have been implemented and a number of software and technical

solutions have been created, which are implemented and functions effectively in

more than 150 different partner organizations.

It is staffed with highly qualified and experienced employees who care about the

sustainable and innovative development of the company.



✓ 14 years of experience operating on Georgian and foreign markets

✓ More than 150 partners in both the private and public sectors

✓ Softgen team consists of more than 50 highly qualified professionals



System advantages :

✓ Synchronization of reservation orders from various channels

✓ Tool for hotel rooms price management

✓ Payment automatization

Hotel reservation management system

HOTELSPAY is a hotel management system created and successfully

implemented in various organizations by SOFTGEN. The software

allows automatically downloads of information about reservations on

travel providers web sites and register it in the system.



Synchronization of orders

It is possible to synchronize reservation orders, received from various channels, in

LIVE mode to avoid the problem of coincidence of reservations of the same rooms

in the same period.

As a result, the system saves human resources and eliminates human error in the

complex and time-consuming process of managing diversified reservations.

Default integrated channels:

❖ booking.com

❖ expedia.com 

❖ airbnb.com

❖ Any other channel (if desired)



Payment management

➢ Flexible on-line payment management (both automatic and manual)

➢ Possibility to send payment links for orders from various sites

➢ Automatic reflection of payments in the system 

➢ In case of prepayment – ability to pay total cost, certain percentage 

of total cost, or a fixed amount

Payment



Calendar of Rooms

❑ Accounting of occupied 

rooms

❑ Indication of standard 

prices

❑ Generate prices according 

to the duration of the 

booking

❑ Interaction of available 

rooms

While online reservation, the software automatically compare parallel

reservations at the same time and updates information every 60 seconds to

control the number of available rooms and/or cancelled reservations.

Module functionality :



Price management

o Determination of room prices

according to the days and time

intervals

o Automatic synchronization of prices 

with various international booking 

systems

Taking into account the duration of the individually booked days, seasonality and 

the total number of hotel reservations, HOTELSPAY provides continuous updating 

of room prices



Registration of reservation orders

Automated processing of 

reservation orders received from 

international booking systems

Ability to register customer (fill in 

personal data) at the hotel 

reception
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